Evolutionary pressure has resulted in the conservation of certain nucleotide sequences. These conserved regions are potentially important for certain functions. Here we give an example of a comparison between noncoding sequences combined with other independent database information to shed light onto the regulation of the renin gene, a gene that has great importance for cardiovascular and renal homeostasis. To combine the information regarding conservation and weight matrices of transcription factor (TF) binding sites, an algorithm was developed (TFprofile). Notably, a local peak in the resulting binding profile coincides with a previously experimentally identified regulatory region for the renin gene. The existence of further peaks in the binding profile in the conserved 3.9-kb-long hRENc DNA block upstream of the renin gene suggests additional regions of potential importance for gene regulation. The algorithm TFprofile may be used to integrate information on cross-species evolutionary conservation and aspects of TF binding characteristics to provide putative regulatory DNA regions for experimental verification. noncoding sequences; cross-species conservation ADVANCES in the sequencing projects of closely related organisms have opened the door for sequence comparisons. Currently, the complete human, mouse, and parts of the rat genome are available. Of the approximately three billion base pairs of the human genome, only a very small fraction contains sequences coding for proteins. Our understanding of the functions and importance of the remaining large fraction is rapidly increasing: promotor and regulatory functions and previously unknown functions are brought about by noncoding regions. For example, noncoding sequences are discussed to prevent the ends of the chromosome from fraying during cell division (27) .
Evolutionary pressure has resulted in the conservation of certain nucleotide sequences. The conservation of these regions may be taken as an indication of their potential functional importance (6) . Noncoding motifs can be conserved over 800 million years, as has been shown for the HOX gene cluster that is important in developmental processes (8) . Moreover, noncoding sequences can influence gene expression of very distant genes that are separated by 120 kb, which was demonstrated in an impressive study based on computational identification of conserved sequences (11) .
Obtaining candidates for gene regulatory sites is more difficult than identifying exons, because they are small in size and may be situated far from their target genes (11) . A first step to their verification is the identification of noncoding sequences among closely related organisms, such as humans, mice, and rats. If a noncoding sequence is important for the organism, one expects a certain evolutionary pressure on that sequence. In consequence, this sequence evolves at a slower rate compared with sequence regions, which do not have a function constrained to sequence. The feasibility of this method to identify functionally important noncoding sequences is established. For instance, Wasserman et al. (29) found that 74 of 75 transcription factor (TF) binding sites (TFBS) are located within these noncoding sequences. They applied a type of consensus searching algorithm (Gibbs sampler) on flanking regions of skeletal muscle-specific genes and conclude that the identified consensus motifs are only biologically meaningful if the search is restricted to conserved noncoding regions.
To identify noncoding sequences of the renin gene, we compare the upstream (5Ј) noncoding DNA. In this study we focus on the renin gene because it has great importance for cardiovascular and renal homeostasis (2-5, 7, 12, 17, 25, 26, 28) . To explore possible important regions for the regulation of the human renin gene (hREN), we conducted a bioinformatics approach comparing human, mouse, and rat noncoding sequences upstream of the gene. Our approach further applies a combination with other independent database information of weight matrices for TFBS.
We estimated the homology of noncoding DNA between the human, the mouse, and the rat DNA sequences around the renin gene, which are presented as a percent identity plot (PIP, Fig. 1 ) (20) . About 11-15 kb upstream of the human renin gene, a 3.9-kb-long block of human DNA hRENc was identified that con-tained a large number of conserved elements (for detailed description please refer to the APPENDIX). We calculated the percent identity estimates of hRENc to the corresponding DNA regions for mouse and rat using blastz (20) . The hRENc DNA block was searched for TFBS using MatInspector (16) with matrices for vertebrates. To combine the information regarding conservation and binding sites, a special algorithm was developed (TFprofile).
The way TFprofile calculates a weighted binding TF profile to identify regulatory regions is as follows. We combine three independent parameters that suggest a functional regulatory relevance of DNA sequence. These parameters include 1) the number of TFs that have a putative binding site at this location. This provides valuable information because enrichment of putative TFBS in conserved noncoding regions (9) indicates functional importance; 2) the quality of the match of each putative TF quantified by the core and matrix similarity of the TF with the DNA. This is done because a high score of the binding matrix corresponds to a stronger probability of binding (18, 19) . A TF that does not bind may not have a functional relevance at the given position; hence, a higher functional relevance may be associated with stronger binding; and 3) the degree of conservation, because regulatory elements are strongly enriched in conserved noncoding DNA (29) .
These three parameters were combined, resulting in the following mathematical procedure.
First, TFprofile computed the TF density, which is the number of different TFs that span each particular base position. This was done for the hRENc DNA sequence. In a second step, obeying conservation and weight matrix information, TFprofile calculated the weighted TF density by multiplying the TF density with the product of core and matrix similarity of the weight matrix, multiplied by the product of the identity scores in each species. Identities of Ͻ50% were excluded, i.e., set to zero. The result of this mathematical procedure yielded a binding profile as shown in Fig. 2 .
There is no uniform distribution of the binding profile across the hRENc block; however, several local peaks do exist. One peak coincides with a known experimentally verified regulatory region (13, 14, (21) (22) (23) (24) .
This regulatory region was first identified in mouse by Petrovic et al. (15) (22) . In addition, it has been demonstrated by electrophoretic mobility shift assays that TFs bind to the cAMP-responsive element (CRE) box and E-box of the conserved region, and further experiments indicate that they are important for activation (13) . Interestingly, the conserved renin enhancer contains a putative vitamin D receptor binding site, and based on clinical observations and mouse knockout experiments, Li et al. (10) suggest that renin expression and blood pressure are directly dependent on vitamin D 3 (24) .
The potential functional relevance of the two remaining peaks in the binding remain to be assessed by future studies.
Our TFprofile approach differs from the algorithm applied by Wassermann et al. (29) . Their approach involved a consensus search in conserved flanking regions of many coexpressed genes. However, considering the specific function of the renin gene, it is unlikely to find many genes with similar expression patterns. Hence this approach is not comparable with that of the study analyzing muscle-specific genes (29) .
In conclusion, we describe the results of a computational method (TFprofile) that combines information from weight matrices of TF binding with the information of evolutionary conservation, resulting in a binding profile. Notably, a local peak in the binding profile coincides with a previously experimentally identified regulatory region for the renin gene. The existence of further peaks in the binding profile in the conserved 3.9-kb-long hRENc DNA block upstream of the renin gene suggests additional regions of potential importance. The human, mouse, and rat sequencing efforts as well as computational tools such as PipMaker, MatInspector, and TFprofile, as well as databases like GenBank, make a first-step DNA analysis possible in silico. Genome sequencing of further closely related species such as the monkey will provide further information and may improve the basis for statistical analysis related to the search for regulatory elements. The algorithm TFprofile may be used to integrate information on cross-species evolutionary conservation and aspects of TF binding characteristics to provide putative regulatory DNA regions for experimental verification.
APPENDIX
Identification of hRENc, a 3.8-kb human DNA sequence upstream of the renin gene containing conserved elements. An 80-kb DNA sequence (hRcS) containing the renin gene from human chromosome 1q32 was extracted from GenBank. Repetitive elements in the human genomic sequence were masked using Repeat Masker program (A. Smit P. Green, unpublished work). We identified the orthologous mouse genomic sequence using BLAST (1) at a local mouse chromosome database downloaded from National Center for Biotechnology Information. We found two genomic DNA blocks harboring the mREN sequence, whereby the latter block contains two tandem duplications of mREN1 and mREN2. The corresponding rat sequence rnREN was found in the renin clone CH230-198L8 of Rattus norvegicus. The pieces were reverted to its reverse complement sequence when appropriate, to have all sequences in the same orientation. We estimated the homology between the human, the two mouse, and the rat sequences (20) , which are presented as a PIP (Fig. 1) . About 11-15 kb upstream of the human renin gene, a 3.9-kb-long block of human DNA hRENc was identified. It contains a large number of conserved elements. The corresponding sequence parts mRENc of mREN1 and rnRENc of rnREN in the mouse and rat sequences were then obtained, respectively. The tandem duplications of the mouse renin gene were not used for further analysis. Finally, the percent identity between hRENc and [m,rn]RENc was assessed (Fig. 2, bottom) using blastz (20) Neighboring relationships between the genes. Please note that the PIP identity scores in Fig. 1 are projected on the human sequence. To estimate distances and neighboring relationships of the renin gene of human, mouse, and rat, please refer to the dotplots at http://www.charite.de/bioinformatics/tfprofile.
Availability of the algorithm. The cϩϩ source code of the TFprofile implementation is freely available for the Linux/ Unix platform (GNU General Public License; www.gnu.org).
Second example of application of TFprofile. To provide further evidence of the potential usefulness of the described algorithm, we have calculated in a second example the weighted TF binding profile for a 2-kb noncoding DNA region ϳ10 kb upstream of the human IL-4 gene containing conserved elements. Like the hRENc, this 2-kb DNA region was identified using PiPmaker (20) . Again, the peak in the profile of this 2-kb DNA segment coincides with a DNA region, which has been previously experimentally verified to have a functional relevance to gene expression (11) . This additional binding profile calculated with our algorithm TFprofile may be found at http://www.charite.de/bioinformatics/tfprofile.
